Peterson receives degree from KU

Reed Peterson, Wamego, was one of 1,600 candidates for degrees following the fall semester at the University of Kansas.

Peterson, son of Bernard and Nicki Peterson, Wamego, received a Bachelor of Arts Degree in English.

It pays to read the classifieds!
MADE IT

Barfield Makes Transition From Haven To D1

By JOEY YOUNG
THE CLARION STAFF
theclarion@kanokla.net

HAVEN - It's a big jump from lining up against the best the MCAA has to offer, and the elite athletes in Division One Football, but Isaiah Barfield has made the transition and has kept his humble Haven beginnings throughout.

"Isaiah's success as he went from high school to KU is due to his work ethic, desire and ability to overcome obstacles," former Haven High School Coach Marty Niemstedt said.

Those who are familiar with Haven athletics know that while Barfield was a Wildcat the football team was anything but successful, and they did not win a game his junior or senior seasons. Despite the pressure to transfer and get on a team that was more successful, Barfield and his parents stood strong and stayed in Haven.

"Everyone was telling us we needed to take him out of Haven for him to get noticed, but we kept him here because we knew he would get a better education in Haven," Michelle Carney, Barfield's mom said. "We knew that he had the talent, and if he was good enough he would get noticed no matter where he was."

There foresight was rewarded when Barfield was forced onto the field after teammate Kendrick Harper was injured against Louisiana Tech this year, and Barfield got in and preformed well.

"I had a lot of nerves that first game I got in, but they went away once we got started," Barfield said.

His playing time continued to increase, and just a few games later he picked off Rhett Bomar of Sam Houston State in week three.

"That was probably the highlight of my season," Barfield said.

"We were getting text messages like crazy, and everyone was so excited," Carney said. "Seeing him on the jumbotron is just crazy."

Everything had come full circle for Barfield at that moment. He said he knew as soon as he picked off that pass that he belonged.

Kansas high school football doesn't get a lot of respect in D1, according to Barfield, and he said the interception helped prove that the Sunflower State can play ball too. He said that he and teammate Steven Foster, from Sedgwick, take a lot of smack talk because of where they are from.

"So many Texas players on our team, and we don't get a lot of respect from those guys," Barfield said. "They do everything better in Texas, so according to those guys, we can't get it done in here."

As the season continued and the University of Kansas won more games, the team qualified for a bowl and beat Missouri in the regular season finale.

"Beating Missouri was great," Barfield said. "It's like beating Nickerson back home. It's our biggest rival, and it's always good to get a win."

The next game was in the Insight Bowl against the Minnesota Golden Gophers, and Kansas dominated. Barfield got to play in the game, which he said was an awesome experience.

Next year he said he is looking forward to working hard in the spring and summer so he can compete for a starting spot in 2009.

Going from being recruited out of Haven to possibly starting is everything Barfield was hoping for when KU Coach Mark Mangino sat in his living room and offered him a scholarship.

Off the field, Barfield said life is football and school and there isn't a lot of time for other things during the season.

"We have class in the morning, practice from 1 p.m. to 6 p.m., and tutoring until almost 10 p.m. sometimes," Barfield said. "They give us plenty of time to work on school, and so as long as we focus we do fine."

Other than the recognition for being on the team and the occasional autograph request, Barfield said he lives a pretty normal college life and has been enjoying the experience.

Going from Haven High School to KU has been a lot of fun, and Barfield said he is excited to continue the journey.

"We always knew he was good enough on the field, and smart enough off of it to be successful," Mark Carney Sr., Barfield's dad said. "We are so proud of him."
A FEW QUESTIONS

These were a few things highlighted from the interview with Isaiah Barfield.

- **Highlight Of Career:** Interception against Sam Houston State in Week 3 of 08
- **Toughest Receiver To Cover:** Dezmon Briscoe from Kansas.
- **Biggest Win of the Year:** Missouri, at the end of the 08 regular season.
- **Toughest Crowd:** Oklahoma and Nebraska.

ISIAH BARFIELD stands on the Haven High School Football Field in his Kansas University Insight Bowl Jersey during his Christmas Break. Barfield spent time at Haven High School, speaking with the basketball team, and attended a few games while back home for the holiday.
The State of the State address

TOPEKA (AP) — Text of Gov. Kathleen Sebelius’ State of the State address as prepared for delivery Monday night to the Kansas Legislature.

Mr. Speaker, Mr. President, Mr. Chief Justice, legislators, justices, cabinet officers, elected officials, leaders of Indian nations, honored guests, and my fellow Kansans.

Good evening.

As we gather again to assess the state of our state, I want to welcome the new members of the House and Senate and our new House leadership. On behalf of all Kansans, I thank you for your willingness to run for office and serve during a difficult time in our history, pledging to put people before partisanship. I look forward to working with all of you to meet our challenges and secure our future.

And I welcome back the returning members of the Kansas Legislature. I look forward to working with you once again.

Many of you know better than anyone the challenges before us and that heavy burdens can be lifted when all of our hands lift together.

Since we met for the state of the state last year, we have two new state officials. Attorney General Steve Six is with us tonight, and I want to once again thank him for his willingness to leave the bench and serve as the attorney general for Kansas.

Also with us is our new State Treasurer Dennis McKinney, sworn in just one week ago. Dennis while you’ll be greatly missed in the House, we thank you for taking on new responsibilities as you continue to serve Kansas.

Our new chief justice, Bob Davis, is here tonight and Chief we wish you well in your leadership role in the Supreme Court. Over the last three decades, Justice Kay McFarland served on the Kansas Supreme Court. Her leadership as Chief was historic and heroic, leading the court during some very contentious times.

On behalf of all Kansans, who are the beneficiaries of her extraordinary service, I want to thank former Chief Justice Kay McFarland, who unfortunately could not be with us tonight.

And while we are recognizing long service to the state of Kansas, I want to acknowledge the three leaders of great Kansas universities who will retire at the end of this academic year: Kansas State University President Jon Wefald, University of Kansas Chancellor Robert Hemenway, and Pittsburg State University President Tom Bryant.

Our universities are one of our State’s greatest assets. By educating young Kansans they promote generational change and contribute to the knowledge economy that will move Kansas forward. We thank these three leaders for their tireless dedication and considerable contributions to the State.

Everyone I recognized tonight shares one thing. They’ve all made difficult decisions to benefit our state and its citizens. In fact, the history of Kansas is a series of difficult decisions made by many other humble men and women who served the greater good: Would we be a free or a slave state? How would we put people back to work during the Great Depression? How would we aid the war effort during the two World Wars? How would we preserve our agricultural sector during the farm crisis of the 1980s? And, more recently, how would we provide quality education for our children while protecting our most vulnerable citizens?

The common thread that has enabled Kansans to answer those challenges and succeed is found in the quality and character of our people and our public servants. In meeting past challenges Kansans took care to provide the foundation for the good years. After each difficult period, there were good and prosperous times. And there will be again. In fact, tonight we can mark the beginning of the path toward better days.

The state of our state is not defined by ending balances or revenue receipts. It’s about the quality and character of the Kansas people. And I’m proud to report that, in that regard, the state of our state has never been stronger.

We meet tonight at a time when a recession has hit every state,
every community, and every American. We’re experiencing a shared struggle that requires us to develop shared solutions. The steps we take now will help us survive this economic crisis and create the foundation to move us ahead. Let us come together, as we have in the past, to find common ground and to work for the common good.

Our focus tonight and over the next 90 legislative days should be on the people we serve: our priorities to educate our children, to provide for public safety and protect health services for our neediest citizens, to spur economic recovery and job growth, to build the infrastructure to move our goods and workers from product to market, and to encourage innovation and research as the core elements of a knowledge economy.

The revised 2009 and the proposed 2010 budgets will be covered in detail beginning tomorrow and in the weeks to come. I’ll present to the Legislature budgets that balance, without proposing new taxes on our citizens, who are already struggling to make ends meet.

Ultimately, the role of government is to use our collective resources to do what individuals cannot do alone. We must look to the future and determine what strategic investments we can make to give Kansans the tools they need to prosper in the 21st Century.

In an economic downturn, decisions can have dire consequences and a lifetime impact on future generations. No student can afford to ‘miss’ a few years of quality education. No Kansan can be denied lifesaving care while waiting for the economy to improve.

Even in a time of shortfalls, we do have resources. Our treasury is stronger than many other states. We have a trained and able workforce. And we are still, proudly, this nation’s breadbasket. So when we ask ourselves if government has a positive contribution to make through wise use of these resources, the answer to that question is a resounding “yes.”

In all of our endeavors, we recognize that jobs and capital are best expanded in the private sector. But without resources and workers from government, the massive undertakings needed to promote the common good would likely fail.

When we faced the challenge of under funded schools, it was made clear in the courtroom, in the boardroom, and in the classroom that new investments had to be made. And we shared the work of finding a solution.

We invested millions in our schools, our students, our teachers, and our future. And even now, looking through the lens of today’s economy, that investment was worth it and worth keeping.

Six years ago we developed shared solutions when our prisons were crowded, beds were full and staffing was short. We were faced with spending millions of dollars on new prisons to house the expanding population.

Instead, we developed bipartisan legislation that resulted in treatment programs for nonviolent drug offenders and innovative and collaborative release efforts for inmates returning to their communities. So today we have fewer inmates, less crime, lower recidivism rates, and more funds for other state needs. And the Kansas model is being replicated around the country.

But it is not just in the crafting of legislation that we came together for a common purpose. When bases across the country were being closed and communities emptied we protected our military assets and brought the Big Red One home. We opened Fort Riley’s doors and the entire state to new soldiers, new families, and new investments in Kansas.

Working together across communities and universities, we made our case for the National Bio and Agro-Defense Facility and we are proud to be its future home. We look forward to the contribution Kansas will make to our national security and to NBAF’s positive impact on our state for generations to come.

Now, the NBAF effort would not have succeeded without the extraordinary leadership and vision of our Congressional delegation,
key members of the Kansas Legislature, Kansas State University, Manhattan community leaders, the BigScience Authority, private sector stakeholders, and our administration all working together.

The same principle that guided those successes should guide us now: Working together, we can succeed.

So let’s commit ourselves to balancing the budget with common sense, strategic investments, and a commitment that we’re all in this together every agency has a role to play and a contribution to make. Let’s commit to focusing on priorities: investing in public schools and public safety, continuing basic state services to our most vulnerable populations, putting Kansans back to work, and including all state agencies in a dialogue that results in shared solutions.

My budget recommendations for 2009 and 2010 make significant reductions in most agencies, while trying to protect essential services. The budget also eliminates programs, closes facilities, and freezes new hires. We’re asking our state work force, once again, to do more with less and I am confident they will meet the challenge.

Yes, these are difficult times and we face difficult decisions, but by working in a bipartisan fashion we’ll once again find answers and experience success.

While we address our problems as a unified State, I’ll continue the dialogue with the new president and our congressional delegation on a stimulus package. But we shouldn’t wait for or rely on Washington to solve our problems.

I have confidence in our capacity to meet our challenges. And, I also believe that our greatest successes lie before us. Along with the challenges, there are opportunities we cannot afford to ignore.

This is not the time to take our eye off the future. We must continue to look to the horizon for new opportunities. Already, we have several ongoing initiatives that can aid our economic recovery.

The Kansas Innovation Consortium is a group of business leaders representing our most promising economic growth sectors. They’ve come together to advise me and Cabinet secretaries on the best use of government resources to continue to grow private industry.

Joerg Ohle, the CEO of Bayer Animal Health, who helped lead the effort to brand an “animal health corridor” from Manhattan, Kansas to Springfield, Missouri and promote our NBAF success, is leading this strategic effort.

Seizing opportunities and creating jobs to stimulate our economy is important to our state’s recovery. And, transportation is a critical component of both.

T-LINK, the task force led by Tim Rogers from the Salina Airport Authority and our Transportation Secretary Deb Miller, will soon complete their work and recommend new approaches for transportation, new collaborative partnerships and new funding formulas. Their efforts will provide the framework for our future transportation strategies.

Jack Pelton, chairman, president and CEO of Cessna Aircraft, is leading the statewide dialogue to develop a plan for reduced greenhouse gas emissions while Kansas continues to thrive.

KEEP, the Kansas Energy and Environmental Policy Advisory Group, will give us the strategic framework to make good decisions about growth and environmental impact in the future.

None of these initiatives cost state dollars, and in each endeavor we have tapped the best of Kansas the ingenuity and innovation of our private sector leaders who give their time so Kansas can grow and prosper.

Among the myriad of issues on the horizon, two demand our attention this session. The American energy crisis provides Kansas with challenges we must face and opportunities that together we must seize.

The energy crisis is real on many fronts affecting our economy, our national security, and our environment. Our own scientists at Kansas State University and the University of Kansas have joined with an overwhelming number of experts around the world who tell us that our time to solve these problems is running out.

While we know that the incoming president has promised a new federal energy policy and swift action, there’s uncertainty about the exact rules and financial liabilities Congress will impose.
Kansas is already one of the nation’s worst offenders in per capita carbon emissions, which makes us vulnerable to the costs and penalties of imminent federal regulation.

Recently, the Kansas Energy Council confirmed that we have adequate electricity to power us for years into the future; and no state is better suited to lead the country in renewable power than is Kansas. To do so, we must harness all of the energy that we can from wind, and we’ve already made significant progress.

Two years ago we entered into a voluntary agreement with our utilities to generate 1,000 megawatts of wind power in Kansas by 2010. Tonight, I’m happy to announce that we achieved that goal two years early.

But, we’ve just scratched the surface. The time will come when we reach our potential of 10,000 megawatts of wind from the prairies across Kansas — power used both here in our state and exported to supply the country with clean and renewable energy.

In fulfilling our potential we can attract billions of investment dollars for both transmission lines and the wind farms. We can create thousands of new jobs. And, Kansas landowners will see the benefit of millions of dollars of lease payments for their wind.

Just as Dwight Eisenhower led the effort to develop an interstate highway system to move goods and people across the country, Kansas can lead the development of an interstate transmission system to move power to market.

I am committed to work with the Kansas Corporation Commission to bring the competing companies together to reach a compromise on building new transmission lines in Kansas.

And I pledge that we’ll continue to work with neighboring states in encouraging the Southwest Power Pool to accelerate development of a fair and progressive rate structure for a new transmission grid across our region.

But the cleanest and cheapest energy is energy we don’t use in the first place, so I’m directing the Kansas Corporation Commission to work with our utility companies on measurable and significant energy efficiency programs to further extend our available power well into the future.

We must change our outdated rate structure, which currently rewards consumption, instead of conservation, and fully engage Kansas consumers in reducing their energy use.

I ask the Kansas Legislature to work with me on a green energy proposal which has already been endorsed by two of our major utilities and includes net metering, new building codes, and statutory goals for renewable energy in Kansas.

This legislation will send a clear signal to private investors and renewable manufacturers that Kansas is embracing a clean energy future, and will help to spur investment and innovation.

Finally, I am pleased that Len Rodman, CEO of Black and Veatch, a Kansas company that provides strategic advice throughout the world on green energy initiatives, has agreed to chair my newly created GreenWorks Advisory Council, to expand our opportunities to add more renewable energy jobs in Kansas. Thank you, Len.

With all of us working together, we can and will seize this opportunity. Kansas will become a hub of wind power, a heartland center for green industries, and we will lead the country and the world out of the energy crisis we face.

Along with the energy crisis, we also face many personal challenges with disease and illness. Cancer has affected many Kansas families. The personal toll in lost lives and unrealized potential cannot be calculated.

The cost to the health care system is also great. The American Cancer Society estimates that it costs our state approximately $4.4 million a day in lost productivity and direct medical costs.

Over the past few years, scientists have made tremendous strides in early detection and treatment, so that a cancer diagnosis is no longer an immediate death sentence. We’re fortunate to have a team of researchers at the University of Kansas who are already finding new cures.

We now have an opportunity to create a Comprehensive Cancer Center. And much like the effort to bring NBAF to Kansas, this will be a multyear collaborative effort including private sector partners, our research universities, health
allies from across the region, the Midwest Cancer Alliance, and the Bio Science Authority.

The application for National Cancer Institute designation will occur in 2011; and, if successful, has enormous potential as an economic engine, estimated to generate $1.3 billion dollars annually, and create nearly 10,000 new jobs within a decade.

Just as important, Kansans won’t have to travel out of state for cancer care, and our State will contribute to the national goal of finding cures in our lifetime.

The National Cancer Institute designation is another prospect on the horizon, with the potential to impact our state and our citizens for generations to come.

These major opportunities to create jobs and expand our economy are part of a long-term strategy to continue progress in Kansas. We have to keep them in the forefront as we craft short-term budget solutions.

The role Kansas can play in addressing major issues confronting our state, nation, and world can be significant. The promise of our future must not be forgotten in the problems of the moment.

We have the ability by working together to correctly identify assets, mobilize efforts, unify our resolve, and get the job done for Kansas today and tomorrow.

Our state’s motto is as true today as it was in 1861. We will overcome our difficulties; we will reach the stars yet again. There will be a better day.

The U.S. and the Kansas economies will rebound, and we’ll return to positive growth. We will create jobs. And the opportunities Kansans have enjoyed for generations will not go away. This time of shared struggle will result in shared solutions and a stronger Kansas.

Thank you. May God bless you, and may God bless the Great State of Kansas.
KANSAS GOVERNOR’S HIGHER-ED BUDGET RAISES TUITION FEARS

The Associated Press

TOPEKA — Students and state officials worried Wednesday that budget cuts sought by Gov. Kathleen Sebelius would force Kansas’ public universities and colleges into big tuition increases to protect their programs.

Sebelius proposes to cut nearly $25 million from the current operating budgets of universities, community colleges and technical colleges, and an additional $56 million in the next fiscal year. The campuses also would lose funds promised for maintenance projects.

The campuses would lose 9 percent of their state tax dollars in the current and next fiscal years. The proposed reductions are part of Sebelius’ larger plan to eliminate a projected $186 million deficit in the current budget and avert a projected shortfall of more than $1 billion for fiscal 2010, which starts July 1.

Under the plan, Emporia State University would actually receive more money this year than originally budgeted. The ESU budget passed in the last session was for $34.4 million. The governor’s proposal would raise that to $34.5 million. Next year, however, the ESU budget would drop more than $2 million to $32.1 million.

Some Republican legislators contend the Democratic governor’s budget proposals unfairly target higher education for deep cuts. Legislators of both parties and higher education officials also believe pressure will build on the state Board of Regents to raise tuition to prevent the effects from being felt in classrooms.

“We’re just starting to talk about that sort of impact,” said Kansas State University student body president Lydia Peele, a senior from Olathe. “We don’t want to price out our students.”

Anticipating mandated cuts in their current budgets, universities and colleges already have frozen most hiring, delayed buying equipment and tried to reduce travel expenses.

Officials of the schools warned Sebelius’ staff in November that another round of cuts could force them to eliminate staff. They’re also likely to look toward shifting money from maintenance and other operating costs into academic programs.

“The classroom always comes first,” said University of Kansas Chancellor Robert Hemenway. “You go back to first principles whenever you’re dealing with a budget cut, and the first principle for an educational system like the regents system is educating the students.”

Legislators allocated almost $853 million worth of state tax dollars to the higher education system when they approved the current budget last year. Sebelius’ plan would trim that to $830 million, or by 2.7 percent. The figure would drop to $773 million — an additional 6.8 percent — for fiscal 2010.

Budget Director Duane Goossen acknowledged the cuts are significant but said higher education isn’t being singled out.

“The budget is tough on everybody,” Goossen said. “Nobody escapes this.”

But Sebelius proposed only a freeze in aid to public schools and attempted to keep most social service programs intact.

“When people ask me who is taking it on the chin in the governor’s budget, I usually remark, ‘the regents,’” said House Appropriations Committee Chairman Kevin Yoder, an Overland Park Republican. “If the governor’s cuts are successful, we will probably see dramatic tuition increases.”

The Board of Regents has sometimes used its power to set tuition rates without oversight from the governor or Legislature to fill in budget gaps.

Over the past decade, for example, tuition at the six Regents universities has increased an average of 122 percent for full-time, undergraduate students from Kansas. In recent years, the regents have tried to hold down increases so that higher education remains affordable.

“What I’m hoping does not happen is that there’s this sense that we can always put it on the backs of kids and families through much higher tuition,” said Board of Regents member Gary Sherrer, a former lieutenant governor. “I’ve opposed that in the past, and I will again.”

But Peele said her fellow students understand that they might have to pay more in tuition to keep programs strong. Higher education officials said they don’t want to price students off campus but also want to make sure they’re getting valuable degrees.

Goossen acknowledged that the regents will face pressure to raise tuition, but he declined to predict what the board will do. Some Republican legislators are certain of the outcome if Sebelius’ proposals are enacted.
“It’s very drastic,” said Republican Sen. Jean Schodorf of Wichita, who chairs the Senate Education Committee. “Tuition is high now, and they will have no choice but to increase tuition.”

A University of Kansas bus pulls onto Jayhawk Boulevard after getting past a maintenance project that blocks most of Sunflower Road in Lawrence. Gov. Sebelius proposes cutting almost $23 million from the current operating budgets of state universities, community colleges and technical colleges.
KU announces fall 2008 candidates for degrees

The names of more than 1,600 candidates for degrees for the fall 2008 semester at the University of Kansas have been announced by the Office of the Registrar.

Graduate and undergraduate degrees are conferred in December based on work completed during the fall semester.

Because KU conducts only one formal commencement ceremony each year, many students graduating in the fall or summer terms will return for the traditional walk down the hill and into Memorial Stadium on May 17.

Five of KU’s 13 colleges and schools conducted recognition programs or hooding ceremonies last month to honor those planning to graduate at the end of the semester: the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, the School of Business, the School of Engineering, the School of Law and the William Allen White School of Journalism and Mass Communications.

Area graduates:
Axtell — Kyle Winchell, bachelor of science in education.
Home City — Bryan Wassenberg, bachelor of science in business/accounting.
Vermillion — Randal Gerstner, bachelor of science in business/accounting.
State's higher ed budget raises tuition fears

College: Schools worry about future without as much state support.

TOPEKA (AP) — Students and state officials worried Wednesday that budget cuts sought by Gov. Kathleen Sebelius would force Kansas’ public universities and colleges into big tuition increases to protect their programs.

Sebelius proposes to cut nearly $25 million from the current operating budgets of universities, community colleges and technical colleges, and an additional $56 million in the next fiscal year. The campuses also would lose funds promised for maintenance projects.

The campuses would lose 9 percent of their state tax dollars in the current and next fiscal years. The proposed reductions are part of Sebelius’ larger plan to eliminate a projected $186 million deficit in the current budget and avert a projected shortfall of more than $1 billion for fiscal 2010, which starts July 1.

Some Republican legislators contend the Democratic governor’s budget proposals unfairly target higher education for deep cuts. Legislators of both parties and higher education officials also believe pressure will build on the state Board of Regents to raise tuition to prevent the effects from being felt in classrooms.

“We’re just starting to talk about that sort of impact,” said Kansas State University student body president Lydia Peele, a senior from Olathe. “We don’t want to price out our students.”
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Anticipating mandated cuts in their current budgets, universities and colleges already have frozen most hiring, delayed buying equipment and tried to reduce travel expenses.

Officials of the schools warned Sebelius’ staff in November that another round of cuts could force them to eliminate staff. They’re also likely to look toward shifting money from maintenance and other operating costs into academic programs.

“The classroom always comes first,” said University of Kansas Chancellor Robert Heimert.

“We go back to first principles whenever you’re dealing with a budget cut, and the first principle for an educational system like the regents system is educating the students.”

Legislators allocated almost $83 million worth of state tax dollars to the higher education system when they approved the current budget last year. Sebelius’ plan would trim that to $830 million, or by 27 percent. The figure would drop to $773 million — an additional 6.8 percent — for fiscal 2010.

Budget Director Duane Goossen acknowledged the cuts are significant but said higher education isn’t being singled out.

“The budget is tough on everybody,” Goossen said. “Nobody escapes this.”

But Sebelius proposed only a freeze in aid to public schools and attempted to keep most social service programs intact.

“When people ask me who is taking it on the chin in the governor’s budget, I usually remark, ‘the regents,'” said House Appropriations Committee Chairman Kevin Yoder, an Overland Park Republican. “If the governor’s cuts are successful, we will probably see dramatic tuition increases.”

The Board of Regents has sometimes used its power to set tuition rates without oversight from the governor or Legislature to fill in budget gaps.

Over the past decade, for example, tuition at the six Regents universities has increased an average of 122 percent for full-time, undergraduate students from Kansas. In recent years, the regents have tried to hold down increases so that higher education remains affordable.

“What I’m hoping does not happen is that there’s this sense that we can always put it on the backs of kids and families through much higher tuition,” said Board of Regents member Gary Sherrer, a former lieutenant governor. “I’ve opposed that in the past, and I will again.”

But Peele said her fellow students understand that they might have to pay more in tuition to help keep programs strong. Higher education officials said they don’t want to price students off campus but also want to make sure they’re getting valuable degrees.

Goossen acknowledged that the regents will face pressure to raise tuition, but he declined to predict what the board will do. Some Republican legislators are certain of the outcome if Sebelius’ proposals are enacted.

“It’s very drastic,” said Republican Sen. Jean Schodorf of Wichita, who chairs the Senate Education Committee. “Tuition is high now, and they will have no choice but to increase tuition.”
A University of Kansas bus pulls onto Jayhawk Boulevard after getting past a maintenance project that blocks most of Sunflower Road Wednesday in Lawrence. Gov. Kathleen Sebelius proposes cutting almost $25 million from the current operating budgets of state universities, community colleges and technical colleges.
Talking and driving not a safe bet

When you think of university research having practical applications, think of Kansas University researcher Bob Honea.

Honea and his colleagues at KU’s Transportation Research Institute are gathering data on how often cell phones and other wireless devices are in use when traffic accidents occur. It is their hope that the statistics will provide the basis for new laws regarding cell-phone use by drivers.

As Honea notes, it doesn’t take a scientist to realize that sending and receiving text messages while driving is a bad idea. “It’s a no-brainer,” he said. But when it comes to making laws, officials need more than intuition or anecdotes; they need hard numbers. That’s what the researchers are trying to provide.

The researchers contend that the involvement of cell phones and wireless devices currently is drastically underreported by law-enforcement personnel. Even so, the devices are blamed for 2,600 deaths and 330,000 injuries a year.

Those numbers are pretty dramatic, but if the researchers can show the actual number of injuries and fatalities is even higher, this issue might finally get the public attention it deserves.

Lawrence Journal-World
Admitted to KU honors

Heather Himmelwright has been admitted to the University of Kansas Honors Program. The daughter of Blake and Chris Himmelwright, she is a 2008 graduate of Pratt High School. She is a pre-medical and piano performance student at KU.
Free access to small business consulting

The Kansas Small Business Development Center (KSBDC) recently launched a redesigned Web site at www.kansas.gov/ksbdc for entrepreneurs and small business owners. The site grants access to free consulting and tools to start and grow a small business. Fort Hays State University is the statewide host for KSBDC.

The KSBDC partnered with www.kansas.gov to develop the new site now housed in the Kansas Business Center, the state's "one-stop shop" for information vital to starting and growing a business in Kansas.

"This partnership will provide current and future KSBDC clients access to the resources they need as entrepreneurs," said Wally Keams, KSBDC state director. "It is a collaborative effort that illustrates the commitment the state has to economic development and in providing online access to state resources."

The new site replaces www.ksbdc.biz. Users will automatically be redirected to the new site.

The KSBDC site includes information about how to access one-on-one business consulting at no cost to the user from one of 12 regional or outreach centers throughout Kansas.

The KSBDC provided more than 12,000 hours of free one-on-one counseling to 2,000 clients in 2007. Approximately 4,650 individuals attended onsite workshops at the eight regional and four outreach centers throughout Kansas. In 2007, the KSBDC assisted clients in 263 new business ventures, helping generate about 1,400 new jobs in Kansas.

Additional efforts to reach Kansas entrepreneurs include establishing more outreach centers in rural areas. An outreach center is a cost-effective strategy for establishing collaborative partnerships and expanding KSBDC services. Currently, there are four outreach centers with plans to add several more this year.

Online virtual business training in areas such as "Starting Your Business," "Managing Your Finances" and "Foundations of Marketing" is accessible at any time. The online courses are also available in Spanish.

The new site also includes business success stories from the Emerging and Existing Business of the Year in Kansas.

KSBDC is a partnership program with the U.S. Small Business Administration, the Kansas Department of Commerce, the Topeka Chamber of Commerce and the Manhattan Area Chamber of Commerce. University partnerships include Emporia State University, Fort Hays State University, Pittsburg State University, University of Kansas, Washburn University, Wichita State University and several community colleges throughout the state.

Kansas.gov is the official Web site for the state of Kansas. The portal operates through a public-private partnership between the Information Network of Kansas and the Kansas Information Consortium, LLC.
KU ANNOUNCES
FALL 2008
CANDIDATES
FOR DEGREES 155

The names of more than 1,600 candidates for degrees for the fall 2008 semester at the University of Kansas have been announced by the Office of the Registrar.

Graduate and undergraduate degrees are conferred in December based on work completed during the fall semester.

Among those graduating were Marco Griego, Alma, and Emily Shumate, Harveyville.